SUPA-TRAC Portable Flooring / Roadway
Made of a nucleated copolymer polypropylene engineered to the
requirements specific to our Military’s Quick-Deploy Roadway System.

Panel dimensions:

Length: 38.64 inches
Width: 11 inches
Thickness: 1.36 inches
Weight: 4.5 lbs (2 lbs per square foot)

Color:

Panels: Gray
Edging Ramps: Black allowing easier wheelchair access and eliminates trip hazards.

Operating conditions
Operating temperature range: +0 >+120 f.
Static Crush Loading: 11 tons+ per square foot.
Designed to take the following load: 1,600 passes of a 27,000 lb single wheel load at 400 p.s.i (or 27.2 physical atmosphere) tire pressure where underlying ground is suitable.

Site Preparation
Suitable surfaces: Turf, Soil, Sand, Gravel, Snow, Tarmac & Concrete. Subsurface should be free of ruts, potholes and other deformities. Choose a site that provides the
flattest and firmest ground available. Then look for rocks or other concentrated high-points, pits or potholes. Remove any high-points that may cause a bulge or teeter in the
floor. Fill and compact any pits or potholes with sand, dirt or other aggregate material.

Safety:

Moulded Non-Slip surface
Fluid drainage from surface
Material specific level of fire retardance exceeds UL94HB.
Edging Ramps: Black

Transport & Use:

Configured on 39.6” x 47.5” x 35.64” Standard Pallets.
No special tools or equipment required for setup or takedown other than rubber hammer &
Flat-head screwdriver.

Supa-Trac is a panel system that can handle a wide range of jobs and is used extensively in events and military applications
worldwide. Has a safe non-slip surface (black) and provides outstanding turf protection. Rola-Trac is great for commercial,
professional and domestic use. Some of the uses - are listed here:
Event and Tent Floors
Walkways
Patios
Any use where protection between
Pet Areas
Gymnasium Floor Protection
ground and user is desired!
Outside Displays
Equipment Access Roadways
Temporary Parking Areas
Stage Base
Stadium Turf Cover
Supa-Trac Super Strong The Supa-Trac panels are designed for strength and durability. The joints are heavy and when locked together
spread the weight load to all adjoining panels. Supa-Trac can be configured and managed in hundreds of ways to meet your needs. An
installed area can even be rolled up to get it off of sensitive turf in an instant. Panels can be installed perpendicularly and can be notched
over in nine inch increments to fit tight spaces.

Supa-Trac is easy to install. Simply lay a sheet next to another and step on the seam. The panels are snapped together solidly. A locking
clip secures the system's joints, extending Supa-Trac's strength under vehicular loads. Supa-Trac can be installed at 1000 square feet per
man hour.

Supa-Trac Turf Protection Supa-Trac provides excellent turf protection so that heavy foot traffic and equipment access are no longer

concerns. Each panel has an open bottom and 100 aeration slots per sq foot which allows light, air, and water to reach the turf while
protecting the grass from trampling. Supa-Trac provides nearly 1.5 inches of space between surface and ground, maximizing aeration and
minimizing excessive heat to help keep turf healthy.
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